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Some Reflections

Coverage of these remarks

• Main focuses in our discussion yesterday & today

• Ideas put forward about what more is needed

• Propositions put forward with which I don’t agree

• How did Obama prioritize science in US gov’t policy?

• Reflections on the path forward for bringing nature into 
decision-making
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Main focuses in our discussion yesterday & today
• Diversity of definitions and values relating to the meaning of nature, 

biodiversity, natural capital, nature’s services, and sustainability

• Diversity of perceptions about relationship of humans to nature

• Tabulations of types of natural services and directionality their 
changes over time

• Maps & flow diagrams portraying interaction of environmental  
conditions & processes with societal institutions & responses

• Environmental economics: what economists know & don’t know 
and what markets do & don’t do

• Discussion of obstacles to bringing nature into decision-making 

• Historical examples of how some of these obstacles have been 
overcome for some forms of natural capital in some places 

• Thoughts about what more is needed to generate & scale more  
successes in bringing nature into decision-making

Ideas put forward about what more is needed

• Upgrade the training of economists to include natural sciences 

• Communicate science about nature’s services more clearly & 
compellingly to decision-makers and the public

―types & degrees of dependence of human well-being on nature

―ongoing & projected damages to natural capital & services as a result of 
human action & inaction

―what is being done & what could be done to repair damages to date     
and minimize future damages

―comparison of costs of remedies with costs of inaction

• Build stronger partnerships linking public, private, academic, & NGO 
sectors for innovation in protecting & using nature’s services

• Include justice/equity & democratic decision-making in sustainability 
criteria

• Combine scientific & traditional knowledge to craft better solutions
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Ideas put forward (continued)

• Nurture biodiversity in urban settings as well as in less managed ones

• Recognize importance of “green finance” & take creative steps to get 
nature-positivity taken into account in all financing decisions

• Take advantage of opportunities for insurers and policyholders to 
achieve hazard reduction through natural resilience measures

• Use high-profile business-gov’t-academia NGO forums (e.g., Davos) to 
socialize increased business engagement in nature-positivity

• Build up the private-sector accountability for work toward “a nature-
positive future that leaves no one behind”

• Understand constraints on political leaders and craft & present 
solutions that account for them

• Acknowledging trade-offs builds credibility & trust; being clear about 
co-benefits can help alleviate the tensions that trade-offs entail. 

Propositions put forward with which I don’t agree
• “Bringing nature into decision making adequately will not happen 

under capitalism.”  To the contrary, I’d argue that…
―Pure capitalism exists nowhere;  restricted forms of capitalism coexist 

with other forms of socioeconomic organization everywhere.  

―Absent any evident way to eradicate capitalism, the best hope is to 
improve the political & social mechanisms that restrain capitalisms most 
pernicious tendencies.

• “We’re not constrained by science.”  I’d argue that…
―While some of what should be done was clear already by the early 

1970s—and vastly more is understood today--there are important 
respects in which we are still constrained by science.  

―E.g., science knows far too little about the microbiota—how many 
species of viruses & bacteria there are, where they all are, what 
functions they’re performing, how their numbers & functions are being 
influenced by climate change, acidification of soil and water, toxic 
substances, and so on.  

―We cannot have adequate biodiversity strategies without knowing what 
the planet’s library of biodiversity contains. Nor can we protect nature’s 
services without knowing how the services work.
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How did Obama prioritize science in US gov’t policy?
• “Science in its rightful place”

―25 members of NAS-NAE-NAM (incl 5 Nobel Laureates in science) among 
Obama’s initial senior appointments

―White House rank of Assistant to the President for the OSTP Director 
and the Chief Technology Officer (= direct access)

―Transparency and integrity requirements for use of S&T in policy across 
all Federal departments and agencies, overseen by OSTP

―Insistence that S&T be “at the table” in all policy discussions where S&T 
could matter and that role of S&T in policy decisions be made clear

―Clarity about the President’s own respect for facts in reaching his 
decisions 

• Priority to “grand challenges” in identifying and advancing Admini-
stration’s S&T priorities (including clean energy, smart grid, EVs, green 
manufacturing, climate-change adaptation & resilience…)

• Expanded attention to interdisciplinary, interagency, intersectoral, and 
international partnerships in addressing these challenges.

Obama on science in gov’t policy (continued)

• New approaches to encouragement of innovation across depart-
ments & agencies, in the private sector, and in society at large

―Encouragement of appointment of Chief Scientists in all cabinet 
departments

―Presidential Innovation Fellows, selected from private sector, embedded 
in all cabinet departments & independent agencies

―Making permanent (and larger & simpler) the Research & Experi-
mentation Tax Credit for businesses

―Encouraging innovation across society through competitive “prizes and 
challenges”

• Extensive use of OSTP, National Science & Technology Council, and 
President’s Council of Advisors on S&T (PCAST) to develop & flesh out 
S&T-based initiatives for the President’s consideration

―Especially relevant to this Forum: PCAST 2011 report “Sustaining 
Environmental Capital: Protecting Society & The Economy”, co-led by 
PCAST member R Bierbaum (G Daily was a member of the Working 
Group)
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Obama on science in gov’t policy (concluded)

• Large thrust on Science, Technology, Engineering, and Math (STEM) 
education, with initiatives driven by PCAST and NSTC on

―K-12 education, w emphasis on inclusion, inspiration, better teaching

―Colleges & universities, continuing those emphases, plus experiential 
learning & problem solving, increased interdisciplinarity, support/ 
mentoring for groups under-represented in STEM field

―Graduate & postgraduate training, including exposure to entrepreneur-
ship skills, basic understanding of science-and-technology policy

―Medical training (in collaboration with the deans of US medical schools, 
nursing schools, and schools of public health) on the intersection of 
climate change with health

―Worker training to provide S&T skills increasing required in the 21st

century workforce

―Public education in pursuit of a more science-savvy citizenry (including 
an initiative focused on climate change, in collaboration with public 
libraries and national parks)

• Creative use of executive authorities to compensate, to the extent 
possible, for legislative paralysis

Reflections on the path forward for bringing nature into 
decision-making
• How to address Sharad’s “environmentalists’ dilemma”?

―Note that measured increases in human well-being overall have been 
achieved largely by depletion of natural capital and destabilization of 
Earth’s climate, to an extent that makes the increases unsustainable in the 
long run and could entail catastrophic change even in the short run.

―Scientists should be clear about how we know the world is in an even more 
unsustainable state than most people perceive, e.g., that “nearly all the 
new news from climate science about current impacts and rates of change 
is bad news”, and that time lags in nature’s full response to current human 
influences (e.g., ultimate sea-level rise = 2+ meters per degree Celsius 
above pre-industrial T) mean more harm is coming even from today’s ∆T.

• Who needs more education?  Just about everybody.
―Just as economists need to know more about natural science, natural 

scientists and engineers need to know more about how economies work 
and how policy decisions get made & implemented

―The knowledge gaps on both sides of the natural-science-and-technology 
versus social-science-and-humanities gap are equally inimical to success
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Reflections on the path forward (continued)

• “More science” and “More action based on what we already know” are 
not alternates, they are complements.  We need both.

• All forms of “nature-based solutions” become more expensive & less 
effective the larger are the societal GHG emissions with which the 
solutions are supposed to cope.

―This means that nothing we’ve been discussing here on including nature in 
decision-making will be enough to bring about just & inclusive sustainable 
well-being unless civilization’s emissions of GHGs are sharply reduced

―We must all be advocates for that! 

• The most important—indeed, the indispensable--ingredient in the 
capacity of regions, nations, and the world to bring nature into decision 
making is smart, science-savvy, committed leadership at every level of 
government.

• That means that the single most important thing that any of us can do is 
work to ensure that such leaders come to power at every level where 
we can influence this.

Questions, Comments, and Cries of Outrage   
Are All Welcome
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